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Today’s sessions

Session 1: Objectives, status and operational model

• 08:00 to 08:45 CET

• Jan Kleiner – César Chaparro

Session 2: Member associations’ integration & triggers

• 08:45 to 09:45 CET

• Adriano Gattiker

Session 3: Training rewards and electronic player passport (EPP) 
process

• 10:00 to 11:00 CET

• Laura Römer

Session 4: Payments through the FIFA Clearing House entity

• 11:00 to 12:00 CET

• David Squires



If you have any questions, please enter them using the Q&A function in Zoom. There will 

be a live Q&A discussion at the end of each session where we will try to answer all submitted 

questions.

Slides will be distributed to participants after the webinar. If you have any questions about the 

Clearing House after this webinar, feel free to write to CHwebinar@fifa.org.
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Practical points about this webinar

mailto:CHwebinar@fifa.org
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Objectives, status and operational model

I. Context
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The 11 goals
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The three reform packages of the transfer system

First reform package – October 2018

o Domestic electronic registration and 
transfer systems

o FIFA Clearing House

Second reform package – October 2019

o Training Rewards 2.0

o Loans

o Agents

Third reform package – ongoing

o Minors

o Transfer windows (registration periods)

o Squad sizes

o Financial regulations
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On 26 October 2018, the FIFA Council endorsed the first reform package of the 

transfer system recommended by the FIFA Football Stakeholders Committee, which 

included:

 Creation of a clearing house to process transfers with the aim of protecting the 

integrity of football and avoiding fraudulent conduct

 Mandatory introduction by all MAs of an electronic player registration system

and an electronic transfer system at national level

The objective of the FIFA Clearing House (FCH) is to centralise, process and 

automate payments between clubs, in a first step related to training rewards 

payments (training compensation and solidarity contribution), with the vision to 

potentially expand to agent fees and transfer fees in the future.

It is estimated that around USD 400m will be distributed per year through the FCH to 

more than 10,000 training clubs.

What is the objective of the Clearing House?

FIFA Clearing House
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Objectives, status and operational model

II. Training rewards (quick reminder)
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Objective: financially reward training clubs for participating in training future professional players

Two pillars: training compensation and solidarity contribution

Training period begins from the start of calendar year of the player’s 12th birthday until end of

calendar year of 23rd birthday.

Training rewards in brief



Regulations on training rewards
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Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players (RSTP)

Training compensation: article 20 and Annexe 4 

Solidarity mechanism: article 21 and Annexe 5

Draft Clearing House Regulations

• Registration of players: article 4

• Identification of training rewards: articles 5 to 7

• Creation and review of EPP: articles 8 to 11

• Payment process through FIFA Clearing House: articles 12 to 16 
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Objectives, status and operational model

III. Objectives of the FIFA Clearing House
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Why do we need a FIFA Clearing House?

To cover the current gap between training rewards due and actually paid (only one fifth of those). With 

the FCH, FIFA will shift from a claims system to automatic entitlement.

To promote integrity and financial transparency, by conducting a risk and compliance due diligence on 

clubs and transactions before any payments are processed by the FCH, assessing adequacy to anti-

money laundering and other financial regulation.



Loretta Lynch (former US Attorney General) speech (3rd FIFA Compliance Summit) – October 

2020

GRECO report – May 2021

“…the FIFA Clearing House will represent a milestone in achieving comprehensiveness, transparency 

and integrity of the transfer system for football players around the world”

President of Swiss Confederation speech (71st FIFA Congress) – May 2021

European Parliament Report on EU Sports Policy – November 2021: 

“The recent reforms in the football transfer market, including the establishment of a clearing house […] go 

in the right direction; the relevant sport authorities should ensure the prompt implementation of these 

reforms.”
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External stakeholder support

https://www.fifa.com/legal/news/3rd-fifa-compliance-summit-concludes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=eU3ldfqCVXw&t=1s&ab_channel=FIFA
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Objectives, status and operational model

IV. Clearing House process
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How does the FCH work?
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FIFA Clearing House process

1- Training rewards triggers

Training rewards triggers 

(international and domestic transfers, 

as well as first professional 

registrations) are declared by MAs 

and processed by FIFA for 

identification of potential entitlement.

3- Distribution of training rewards 

through FIFA Clearing House

The FIFA Clearing House entity will 

conduct a compliance assessment 

on all parties and, once accepted, it 

will process the payments from the 

new club to the training clubs.

2- Electronic player passport 

(EPP)

When a training reward trigger is 

identified, an EPP is created with 

registration information from relevant 

MAs. A review process will ensure 

the EPP is complete.



In order for FIFA to be able to create an EPP, every member 

association must:

1) ensure ITMS is used for all international transfers;

2) implement an electronic player registration system

a) implement an own/third-party system, or

b) implement the system offered by FIFA 

(i.e. FIFA Connect Platform);

3) implement an electronic domestic transfer system

a) implement an own/third- party system, or

b) implement the system offered by FIFA 

(i.e. DTMS); and

4) integrate those electronic systems with FIFA Connect ID.

Requirement for use of electronic systems by 

member associations and clubs

FIFA Connect Platform

System offered by FIFA

Own/third-party

player registration 

system

Own/third-party

domestic transfer 

system

DTMS

System offered by FIFA

Systems offered by 

FIFA are integrated with 

FIFA Connect ID

ITMS

System used for all 

international transfers

TMS

Electronic player passport 20



An EPP is generated after identification of a training

rewards trigger: (i) international transfer, (ii) domestic

transfer with international dimension, or (iii) first

professional registration.

TMS will query all MA’s domestic systems to feed the

EPP with registration information for a relevant FIFA ID

of a player.

The EPP provides a consolidated view of a player’s

career, creating transparency and facilitating the

calculation of training rewards.

21

Electronic player passport (EPP)
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FIFA Clearing House process

1- Training rewards triggers

Training rewards triggers 

(international and domestic transfers, 

as well as first professional 

registrations) are declared by MAs 

and processed by FIFA for 

identification of potential entitlement.

3- Distribution of training rewards 

through FIFA Clearing House

The FIFA Clearing House entity will 

conduct a compliance assessment 

on all parties and, once accepted, it 

will process the payments from the 

new club to the training clubs.

2- Electronic player passport 

(EPP)

When a training reward trigger is 

identified, an EPP is created with 

registration information from relevant 

MAs. A review process will ensure 

the EPP is complete.
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Overview of the EPP process

1 – Provisional EPP

 EPP generated 

automatically from 

training reward triggers

 Inspection of EPP by 

MAs and clubs for ten

days. MAs may request 

to be added to the EPP 

review process

 Assessment by FIFA 

and release for review 

(after inspection)

2 – Review by MAs 

and clubs

 Review process opened 

by FIFA for ten days

 MAs review and request 

amendments to 

registration information

 New, former and 

training clubs provide 

relevant documentation

3 – Validation by FIFA
4 – Final EPP and 

allocation statement

 Evaluation of requests 

and determination by 

the FIFA general 

secretariat

 Possible request by 

FIFA to clubs and MAs 

on additional 

information/ 

documentation

 Referral of complex 

cases to DRC for 

decision

 Final EPP and 

allocation statement 

communicated to 

participating parties
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Training rewards claim process v. electronic player passport (EPP) process

Claims of training rewards Electronic player passport process

Training club(s) become aware of the trigger of 
training rewards

Training rewards trigger is automatically identified by 
FIFA (TMS/domestic electronic systems)

Training club(s) lodge(s) claim in TMS within two
years and 30 days of registration/due payment(s)

Creation of EPP and review process executed
immediately after training rewards trigger is declared 
– no claim needed

Payment of solidarity contribution triggered from 
registration with the new club and instalment dates

Payments of solidarity contribution triggered from 
upload of proof of payment of transfer compensation

Claim managed by the FIFA general secretariat EPP review process managed by the FIFA general 
secretariat

Proposal by the FIFA general secretariat or decision by 
the DRC

Determination by FIFA general secretariat, decision by 
the DRC in cases of factual or legal complexity

Club-to-club payment(s) Payment through the FIFA Clearing House
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FIFA Clearing House process

1- Training rewards triggers

Training rewards triggers 

(international and domestic transfers, 

as well as first professional 

registrations) are declared by MAs 

and processed by FIFA for 

identification of potential entitlement.

3- Distribution of training rewards 

through FIFA Clearing House

The FIFA Clearing House entity will 

conduct a compliance assessment 

on all parties and, once accepted, it 

will process the payments from the 

new club to the training clubs.

2- Electronic player passport 

(EPP)

When a training reward trigger is 

identified, an EPP is created with 

registration information from relevant 

MAs. A review process will ensure 

the EPP is complete.
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1) Communication of allocation
statement

FIFA Clearing House Training clubs

1

2

3 4

5

2

New club

2) Compliance assessment of all 
parties involved 

3) New club payment

4) Training club payment

5) Reporting to FIFA: general data 
and statistics; compliance and 
payment failures

FIFA Clearing House process

 Sanctions by FIFA, which
may include fines and
registration bans
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Objectives, status and operational model

IV. FIFA Clearing House entity



Why a regulated entity?

o For the FCH-envisioned services, a payment services licence is necessary, as per the European Payment Services

Directive II 2015/2366 and equivalent legislation.

o Having a (separate) regulated entity allows for the operational procedures to be tailored to the needs and risks in

the football sector.

Why did the FCH apply for the PSD2 licence in Europe/France?

o EU-based: the vast majority of payments are between EU clubs.

o The EU has one of the most transparent and robust financial regulatory systems.

o Other than “passporting” the licence within the EU, in most other key jurisdictions, no local authorisation is required.

28

FCH: licensing and location
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FCH: organisational structure
29

The FCH is a separate entity from FIFA and independent in its regulated activities, but FIFA exerts a certain

control through shareholding, the governance framework, full funding and the service agreement.



FIFA Clearing House licence to operate as a payment institution: granted by ACPR (French

authorities) on 23 September 2022

Approval of the FIFA Clearing House Regulations by the FIFA Council: expected in October

2022

Go-live of the FIFA Clearing House: expected on 16 November 2022

30

Project timeline
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Thank you
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FIFA Clearing House process

1- Training rewards triggers

Training rewards triggers (international 
and domestic transfers, as well as first 
professional registrations) are declared 
by MAs and processed by FIFA for 
identification of potential entitlement.

3- Distribution of training rewards 
through FIFA Clearing House

The FIFA Clearing House entity will 
conduct a compliance assessment on all 
parties and, once accepted, it will 
process the payments from the new 
club to the training clubs.

2- Electronic player passport (EPP)

When a training reward trigger is 
identified, an EPP is created with 
registration information from relevant 
MAs. A review process will ensure the 
EPP is complete.



I. Member associations’ electronic systems

II. Identification of training rewards triggers

III. Proof of payment

IV. Importance of accurate registration information for the creation of the electronic
player passport (EPP)

Annexe – how to declare sell-on fees

Topics of this presentation
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Integration of member associations & training rewards triggers
I. Member associations’ electronic systems



In order for FIFA to be able to create an EPP, every member 
association must:

1) ensure ITMS is used for all international transfers;

2) implement an electronic player registration system

a) implement an own/third-party system, or

b) implement the system offered by FIFA 
(i.e. FIFA Connect Platform);

3) implement an electronic domestic transfer system

a) implement an own/third- party system, or

b) implement the system offered by FIFA 
(i.e. DTMS); and

4) integrate those electronic systems with FIFA Connect ID.

Requirement for use of electronic systems by member 
associations and clubs

FIFA Connect Platform

System offered by FIFA

Own/third-party

player registration system

Own/third-party

domestic transfer system

DTMS

System offered by FIFA

Systems offered by FIFA 
are integrated with FIFA 

Connect ID

ITMS

System used for all 
international transfers

TMS

Electronic player passport 5



FIFA Connect ID is a solution provided by FIFA with two main functions:

Assigning unique identifiers (FIFA ID) to players, clubs and associations via the FIFA Connect ID Service

Allowing easy and secure exchange of data between member associations (for the purpose of player deduplication), and 
between member associations and FIFA (for the creation of the EPP) via the FIFA Connect Interface

6

FIFA Connect ID



Integration of member associations & training rewards triggers
II. Identification of training rewards triggers

7
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2 - International transfer

3 - Domestic transfer

1 - First registration as a 
professional

Potential training rewards

Solidarity contribution 

Training compensation

Solidarity contribution

Training compensation

Source of information

ITMS

Member associations’ 
domestic transfer systems

Member associations’ 
player registration systems

Training rewards triggers

NOTE: Non compliance of member associations with the obligation to declare a first registration as a professional or a domestic transfer 
may result in sanctions (including fines and an order to pay restitution to training clubs of the training rewards they should have been paid).



Integration of member associations & training rewards triggers
II. Identification of training rewards triggers

9

Trigger no. 1 – first registration as a professional



First registration as a professional
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First pro registration

First registrations as a professional may trigger training compensation payments 
if there is an international dimension (i.e. if the player was trained abroad).

On a domestic level, whenever a change of a player’s status from amateur to 
professional is registered in the player registration system, the information 
about this change is to be communicated to FIFA within 30 days.

Amateur
status

Professional
status

There are three options for MAs to declare this information:

Option 1 – automatically via the FIFA Connect Interface (for member associations using their own/third-party player registration 
system)

Option 2 – manually in TMS (only with written approval of FIFA - for member associations using their own/third-party player 
registration system but are unable to communicate information via the FIFA Connect interface yet)

Option 3 – by using FIFA Connect Platform (only for member associations using this system as their player registration system)

NOTE: When the first registration as a professional occurs as part of an international transfer, the information does not need to be 
declared as FIFA will identify it automatically via the relevant international transfer instruction in ITMS.

First registration as a professional



Option 1 – automatic declaration (via SDK)

First pro registration SDK message

A. Clubs and/or the relevant member association shall update the 
status of a player in the player registration system.

B. Once the status of a player has changed from amateur to 
professional, the player registration system sends this 
information to FIFA via the FIFA Connect interface.

Amateur
status

Professional
status

member association

Player Registration System

√

member association

Player Registration System
TMSfirst-pro-registration

First pro registration

11
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Option 2 – manual declaration

NOTE:
Only for use with the prior written approval of FIFA.
Member associations enter the information on behalf of the clubs.

First pro registration
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Option 3 – FIFA Connect Platform First pro registration



Integration of member associations & training rewards triggers
II. Identification of training rewards triggers

14

Trigger no. 2 – international transfer



All details relating to the international transfer of a player within the scope of association football shall be entered in 
TMS (cf. Annexe 3, FIFA RSTP).

15

International transfer
International 

transfer
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International transfer process in ITMS
International 

transfer



Integration of member associations & training rewards triggers
II. Identification of training rewards triggers
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Trigger no. 3 – domestic transfer



A domestic transfer may trigger solidarity contribution payments if there is 
an international dimension (i.e. if the player was trained abroad).

All domestic transfers that include transfer compensation must be 
communicated to FIFA via a domestic transfer declaration, with information 
about this transfer and each planned payment of transfer compensation 
within 30 days.

18

Domestic transfer Domestic transfer

Domestic transfer declaration

Former club New club

There are three options for this information to be sent to FIFA:

Option 1 – automatically via the FIFA Connect Interface (for member associations using their own/third-party domestic transfer 
system)

Option 2 – manually in TMS (only with written approval of FIFA – meant for member associations that are using their own/third-
party domestic transfer system but are unable to communicate information via the FIFA Connect interface yet)

Option 3 – by using DTMS (for member associations using DTMS as their domestic transfer system)

NOTE:
- Member associations are responsible for ensuring that the information sent to FIFA is accurate and verified (DTMS includes a matching 
system).
- Transfer compensation includes release/buy-out fee, fixed fees, conditional fees and/or a sell-on fee.



Option 1 – automatic declaration (via SDK)

Domestic transfer declaration SDK message

1. Clubs enter all relevant information about the domestic transfer of a player,
including all planned payments, and provide relevant documentation (such as the
relevant transfer agreement) in the domestic transfer system.

2. Matching takes place between the information entered by the clubs.
Alternatively, the member association checks the information entered in the
system and approves the transfer.

3. Once the transfer is closed and if there is one of the following planned payment
types declared, the domestic transfer system sends a domestic transfer
declaration to FIFA via the FIFA Connect ID service.

▪ Release /buy-out fee

▪ Fixed fees

▪ Conditional fees

▪ Sell-on fees

4. FIFA confirms the declaration by providing a transfer ID number to the domestic
transfer system.

TMS
Member association

Domestic transfer system

Domestic transfer declaration

Transfer ID
TMS

Member association

Domestic transfer system

Member association

Domestic transfer system

Member association

Domestic transfer system √

Domestic transfer

19
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Option 2 – manual declaration Domestic transfer

NOTE:
Only for use with the prior written approval of FIFA.
Member associations enter the information on behalf of the clubs.
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Option 3 – DTMS Domestic transfer



Integration of member associations & training rewards triggers
III. Proof of payment

22



This information must be made available as every proof of payment will trigger, if applicable, the allocation statement and the payment
process by the FIFA Clearing House entity.

Every time a payment from the new club to the previous club is executed, the information needs to be communicated to FIFA within 30
days. This applies to international and domestic transfers that include transfer compensation.

For the purpose of calculation of solidarity contribution, the amount declared in the proof of payment will be considered to reflect the
respective transfer compensation (or instalment thereof), with 5% as solidarity contribution having been withheld by the club making
the payment, in accordance with article 1 paragraph 1 of Annexe 5 to the RSTP.

23

Proof of payment of transfer compensation
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How to upload proof of payment in ITMS & DTMS Domestic transfer
International 

transfer

SPECIFIC FOR CLUBS
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How to upload proof of payment for domestic transfers Domestic transfer

Every time a payment from the new club to the former club is executed, the information needs to be communicated to FIFA within 30
days.

Proof of payment in domestic transfers must be declared with the same method that is used to declare the relevant domestic transfer
with transfer compensation:

Option 1 – automatically via the FIFA Connect Interface (for MAs using their own/third-party domestic transfer system)

Option 2 – manually by updating the relevant information already entered in TMS

Option 3 – by using DTMS and updating the relevant information in TMS directly (as seen on the previous slide)

NOTE:
Member associations are responsible for ensuring that any information sent to FIFA (or entered in DTMS, if applicable) is accurate and 
verified. 

Domestic transfer declaration Proof of payment

Former club New club Former clubNew club
First instalment

Second instalment

Conditional payment

Etc.
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Option 1 – proof of payment in an automatic declaration (via SDK) Domestic transfer

26

Proof of payment

Every time a payment from the new club to the former club is executed, the following
process must be implemented within the domestic transfer system as part of the payment
declaration:

1. The new club of the player enters information about a payment made, and provide
relevant documentation in the domestic transfer system.

2. The member association reviews the information and approves it.

3. Once approved, the information about the payment is sent to FIFA using the
transfer ID of the transfer. This applies to each and every payment.

Proof of payment 1 sent using transfer ID

Proof of payment 2 sent using transfer ID

Proof of payment … sent using transfer ID

Member association

Domestic transfer system

Member association

Domestic transfer system √

TMS
Member association

Domestic transfer system

Domestic transfer declaration SDK message

1. Clubs enter all relevant information about the domestic transfer of a player,
including all planned payments, and provide relevant documentation (such as the
relevant transfer agreement) in the domestic transfer system.

2. There is a matching done between the information entered by the clubs.
Alternatively, the member association checks the information entered in the
system and approves the transfer.

3. Once the transfer is closed and if there is one of the following planned payment
types declared, the domestic transfer system sends a domestic transfer
declaration to FIFA via the FIFA Connect ID service.

▪ Fixed fees

▪ Conditional fees

▪ Sell-on fees

4. FIFA confirms the declaration by providing a Transfer ID number to the domestic
transfer system .

TMS
member association

Domestic Transfer System

domestic-transfer-declaration

Transfer ID
TMS

member association

Domestic Transfer System

member association

Domestic Transfer System

member association

Domestic Transfer System √

26
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Option 2 – proof of payment in a manual declaration Domestic transfer

NOTE:
Only for use with the prior written approval of FIFA.
Member associations enter the information on behalf of 
the clubs.
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Integration of member associations & training rewards triggers
IV. Importance of accurate registration information for the creation of the 
electronic player passport (EPP)
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Accurate registration data at domestic level
The data relating to players’ registrations is the responsibility of each member association for the period during which a player was registered at their 
relevant affiliated clubs. This includes current and historical registration data. 

Failure to comply can result in a fine and an order to pay restitution to the training clubs of training rewards they should have been paid.

Member associations are required to register all players (as of the age of 12) in an electronic player registration system with the following information.

Mandatory Optional

FIFA ID of the player Local ID of the player

Full international name of the player (in Latin/Roman script) Picture of the player

Full local name (in non-Latin characters and only if different to the full international 
name)

Place and country of birth

Date of birth Any additional nationalities of the player

Gender

Nationality

Registration information
- Club's FIFA ID
- Start date of the registration
- End date of the registration (only applicable to historical registrations)
- Status (amateur or professional)
- Type of registration (permanent or loan)
- Type of football (11 football/futsal/beach soccer)
- Training category of the club at the moment of registration

FIFA ID of the member association

NOTE: Member associations are also responsible to maintain accurate data (both current and historical) related to their affiliated clubs.
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What happens when an EPP is created for a player?

When a potential training rewards trigger is identified (e.g. international transfer), all member associations’ electronic 
player registration systems that are integrated with FIFA Connect ID and that have registration data for this player will 
automatically send this data in order to populate the provisional EPP with registration information. 

In the example below, MA no. 2, MA no. 3 and MA no. 211 are providing information automatically.

MA no. 2

MA no. 1
(no registration data)

MA no. 211

MA no. …
(no registration data)

MA no. 3

Trigger
«International 

Transfer»

Creation of a 
provisional EPP

TMS questions all MAs’
systems via the FIFA Connect
interface using the player’s
FIFA ID

MAs’ systems that have
registration information send
this information to TMS via the
FIFA Connect interface.

International 
transfer
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Information in an EPP

The EPP includes:

Type of trigger (e.g. international transfer)

Clubs participating in the transfer of the player

Player details

Player’s historical registration information as 
communicated by every member association at which 
the player was registered



Summary

What you need to know

There are three different triggers that will generate an electronic 
player passport (EPP), if applicable:

o First registration as a profesional

o International transfer

o Domestic transfer with transfer compensation

When an EPP is created, every MA’s electronic player registration 
system that has registration data for the player automatically 
sends it to FIFA TMS (via FIFA the Connect interface) in order to 
populate the EPP.

FIFA provides member associations, upon request, an electronic 
player registration system (FIFA Connect Platform) and a 
domestic transfer system (DTMS) free of charge.

MAs must ensure that the information provided in relation to the 
first registrations as a professional and domestic transfer 
declarations training rewards triggers (including proof of 
payments of domestic transfers) is accurate and verified before it 
is declared to FIFA.

Non-compliance can lead to sanctions.

What needs to be done

Implement an electronic player registration system.

Implement an electronic domestic transfer system.

Integrate those systems with FIFA Connect ID.

Ensure all potential training reward triggers are duly declared by:

o Using ITMS for all international transfers

o Declaring a first pro registration when a player changes status from 
amateur to professional at national level (three options):

▪ Automatically through the FIFA Connect SDK

▪ Manually in TMS

▪ By using FIFA Connect Platform (as electronic player registration system)

o Declaring all domestic transfers with transfer compensation (three 
options):

▪ Automatically through the FIFA Connect SDK

▪ Manually in TMS

▪ By using DTMS (as electronic domestic transfer system)

Declare all proofs of payment for international and domestic 
transfers.

Assign a FIFA ID to all players (from the age of 12) and all 
affiliated clubs.

Maintain accurate player registration and club data in the 
electronic player registration system and in TMS.
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Thank you



Integration of member associations & training rewards triggers
Annexe – How to declare sell-on fees
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Sell-on fee Domestic transfer

Club A Club B Club C

Initial transfer with transfer 
agreement incl. sell-on fee for a 
potential subsequent transfer

Subsequent transfer with transfer 
compensation triggering the payment 

of the sell-on clause included in the 
transfer agreement between club A 

and club B

Sell-on fee payment from club B 
to club A

A sell-on fee is a fee (often represented as a percentage) of a potential future transfer compensation agreed between 
the two clubs involved in a transfer. This means that if the player transfers to a third club, the initial club is entitled to a
percentage of the new transfer compensation.

International 
transfer
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Sell-on fee – ITMS & DTMS Domestic transfer
International 

transfer

SPECIFIC FOR CLUBS
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Sell-on fee in an automatic declaration (via SDK)

Club A Club B Club C

Domestic transfer declaration
SDK message incl.:

- agreed fixed fees
- agreed conditional fees
- sell-on fee (yes/no)

Domestic transfer with transfer compensation
OR

International transfer with transfer compensation

Proof-of-payment
SDK message incl. :

- paid fixed fee
- paid conditional fee
- paid sell-on fee

If a transfer agreement between club A and club B includes a sell-on clause (which was declared in the relevant DTD relating to 
the transfer from club A to club B) and the player is then transferred to club C for a transfer compensation, the sell-on clause (of 
the transfer agreement between club A and club B) is activated. The actual payments (relating to this sell-on fee) from club B to 
club A will need to be declared through a proof of payment (linked to the DTD of the transfer from club A to club B), using “sell-
on fee” as payment type.

Domestic transfer
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Sell-on fee in a manual declaration Domestic transfer

If a transfer agreement between club A and club B includes a sell-on clause (which was declared in the relevant DTD 
relating to the transfer from club A to club B) and the player is then transferred to club C for a fee, the sell-on clause (of 
the transfer agreement between club A and club B) is activated. The actual payments (relating to this sell-on fee) from 
club B to club A will need to be declared through a proof of payment (linked to the DTD of the transfer from club A to club 
B), using “sell-on fee” as the payment type.
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I. Training rewards and current system

II. EPP review process

III. Exceptional cases of the EPP review process

IV. Allocation statement and timelines

V. Current status on integration of domestic systems for EPP

Topics of this presentation
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FIFA Clearing House process

1- Training rewards triggers

Training rewards triggers (international 
and domestic transfers, as well as first 
professional registrations) are declared 
by MAs and processed by FIFA for 
identification of potential entitlement.

3- Distribution of training rewards 
through FIFA Clearing House

The FIFA Clearing House entity will 
conduct a compliance assessment on all 
parties and, once accepted, it will 
process the payments from the new 
club to the training clubs.

2- Electronic player passport (EPP)

When a training reward trigger is 
identified, an EPP is created with 
registration information from relevant 
MAs. A review process will ensure the 
EPP is complete.
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Training rewards and electronic player passport (EPP) process
I. Training rewards and current system



Training reward mechanisms (reminder)

Training compensation (“TC“)
Art. 20 & Annexe 4 RSTP

Solidarity contribution (“SC“) 
Art. 21 & Annexe 5 RSTP

TC is payable until the player’s 23rd birthday for training incurred up 
to the calendar year of their 21st birthday when:

SC is payable during the player's entire career to clubs that trained 
the player up to the end of the calendar year of their 23rd birthday 
when:

❑the player is registered for the first time as a professional (change 
of status from amateur to professional) before the end of the 
calendar year of their 23rd birthday, and has been trained at a club 
affiliated to different MA to where he is being registered; or

❑the player is transferred between clubs of two different 
associations before the end of the calendar year of their 
23rd birthday, during or at the end of their contract.

❑the player is transferred internationally (or nationally and there is 
an international dimension) before the expiry of their current 
contract; and

❑there are payments in the context of the transfer of the player with 
the objective of transferring the player to the new club (transfer 
compensation).

Compensation: 
Proportional to the amount of training cost that would have been 
incurred by the new club if it had trained the player itself (calculated 
by category of club and confederation)

Contribution:
Maximum of 5% of any transfer compensation paid for the purpose of 
transferring the player (excluding TC)

5
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Training rewards claim process v. electronic player passport (EPP) process

Claims of training rewards Electronic player passport process

Training club(s) become aware of the trigger of training rewards Training rewards trigger is automatically identified by FIFA 
(TMS/domestic electronic systems)

Training club(s) lodge(s) claim in TMS within two years and 30 
days of registration/due payment(s)

Creation of EPP and review process executed immediately after 
training rewards trigger is declared – no claim needed

Payment of solidarity contribution triggered from registration 
with the new club and instalment dates

Payments of solidarity contribution triggered from upload of 
proof of payment of transfer compensation

Claim managed by the FIFA general secretariat EPP review process managed by the FIFA general secretariat

Proposal by the FIFA general secretariat or decision by the DRC Determination by FIFA general secretariat, decision by the DRC 
in cases of factual or legal complexity

Club-to-club payment(s) Payment through the FIFA Clearing House
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Training rewards and electronic player passport (EPP) process
II. EPP review process
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Electronic player passport (EPP)

The EPP is an electronic document generated by 
FIFA whenever a training rewards trigger is 
identified. This electronic document is generated 
by and stored in FIFA TMS.

The EPP contains information about the player, 
the training rewards trigger, past registration 
information of the player and documentation 
necessary to calculate training rewards 
payments.

EPPs of players are available to clubs and 
member associations in TMS. They can be found 
in the “transfers” or in the “stakeholders/ 
players” areas.
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Overview of the EPP process

1 – Provisional EPP

❑ EPP generated 
automatically from 
training reward triggers

❑ Inspection of EPP by MAs 
and clubs for ten days. 
MAs may request to be 
added to the EPP review 
process

❑ Assessment by FIFA and 
release for review (after 
inspection)

2 – Review by MAs and 
clubs

❑ Review process opened 
by FIFA for ten days

❑ MAs review and request 
amendments to 
registration information

❑ New, former and training 
clubs provide relevant 
documentation

3 – Validation by FIFA
4 – Final EPP and 

allocation statement

❑ Evaluation of requests and 
determination by the FIFA 
general secretariat

❑ Possible request by FIFA 
to clubs and MAs on 
additional information/ 
documentation

❑ Referral of complex cases 
to DRC for decision

❑ Final EPP and allocation 
statement communicated 
to participating parties
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1. Provisional EPP

1 – Assessment of provisional EPP: open to all MAs and clubs in TMS – ten days

Non-participating 
training club

A training club that 
believes that it should 
be included in the 
final EPP may ask its 
MA that the MA 
requests participation 
in the EPP review 
process.

Non-participating 
training MA

Any MA may request 
to participate in the 
review process.

Participating 
training MA

Training MAs with 
registration 
information about the 
player automatically 
participate in the 
review process.

FIFA general 
secretariat

FIFA may invite non-
participating MAs to 
participate in the 
process of review of 
the EPP, so they can 
provide or amend 
registration 
information of the 
player.

Once an EPP is 
generated, it will be 
available for 
inspection to all MAs 
and clubs for at least 
ten days in TMS.

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS
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1. Provisional EPP
- MA of a training club of the player can request participation in EPP
- Any club can review the participation and request their MA to provide registration 
information

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS
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2. Review by MAs and clubs

2 – Review of EPP by MAs and clubs – ten days

Former club (or 
its MA)

May be required to provide 
proof of a contract offer, or 
proof that the club is not able to 
provide a contract offer.

If no contract was offered, 
documentary evidence may be 
provided that the entitlement to 
receive TC still exists.

Participating 
training MA

Participating MAs may request to 
amend registration information by 
providing relevant documentary 
evidence, such as confirmation of 
registration, the ITC or an 
employment contract.

Where a MA has failed to undertake 
its best efforts to provide accurate 
registration information, the member 
association might have to restitute 
training rewards to its affiliated club.

New club of the 
player (or its MA)

The new club of the player may 
provide waivers of training rewards 
from the training clubs of the player.

Respective 
training club (or 

its MA)

The respective training club may 
challenge the validity of the waiver 
provided by the new club.

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS
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2. Review by MAs and clubs
Participating MAs can request amendment of registration information in EPP

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS

• Possible amendments are:
• Registration dates

• Training category

• Status (professional/amateur)

• Type of registration (permanent/loan)

• Documentation must be provided:
• Proof of registration

• Employment contract (if permanent)

• ITC (optional)

• Likewise, a new registration can be requested to be 
added:

• Club FIFA ID is required. If not existing yet, it 
must be generated in the national
registration system.

• Existing registration can be requested to be 
removed.
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2. Review by MAs and clubs
New club provides a waiver of training rewards by a training club

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS

SPECIFIC FOR CLUBS
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2. Review by MAs and clubs
Former club provides contract offer for entitlement to TC (only EU/EEA)

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS

SPECIFIC FOR CLUBS
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2. Review by MAs and clubs
Training club challenges a waiver provided by the new club

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS

SPECIFIC FOR CLUBS
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3. Validation and determination by FIFA

The FIFA general secretariat 
evaluates any request to 
amend registration 
information and any 
documentation provided, 
including proof of waivers and 
proof of contract offer.

The FIFA general secretariat 
may request further 
information or documentation.

3 – Evaluation of requests by FIFA and determination

FIFA general 
secretariat

Participating 
training MA

New club of the 
player (or its MA)

Former club of the 
player (or its MA)

Training clubs of 
the player (or their 

MAs)

Dispute Resolution
Chamber (DRC)

The FIFA general secretariat 
recognises situations of legal or 
factual complexity and refers them 
to the DRC.

The complete file is transferred to 
the DRC and the EPP review process 
is paused pending a decision. The 
DRC will decide on the final EPP.

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS
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3. Validation and determination by FIFA
Messages

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS

The FIFA general secretariat will communicate with the 
participating parties through the messaging functionality 
built into TMS for the EPP.

The FIFA general secretariat may request any party involved 
in an EPP review process, whether during or after the EPP 
review process, to provide its position as to the entitlement 
of a club to receive training rewards (e.g. with respect to the 
alleged registration of a player, the validity of a waiver or a 
contract offer).
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4. Final EPP and allocation statement

The FIFA general secretariat will 
notify the final EPP (together 
with the decision by the DRC) 
and the allocation statement to 
all parties that participated in 
the EPP review process. 

Parties receiving this notification
may appeal the EPP, the 
decision by the DRC and / or 
allocation statement to CAS 
within 21 days.

4 – FIFA determination and allocation statement

FIFA general 
secretariat

Participating MAs 
and clubs

FIFA general 
secretariat

Once all amendments are 
confirmed, and, if applicable, the 
DRC has taken a decision, the EPP 
will be finalised by the FIFA 
general secretariat.

FIFA general 
secretariat

Allocation statements for training 
compensation payments will be 
generated after the finalisation of 
the EPP.

Allocation statements for 
solidarity contribution payments 
will be generated after the 
finalisation of the EPP and for each 
corresponding proof of payment 
of transfer compensation 
uploaded by the new club or MA 
in TMS.

1 - Provisional 
EPP

2 – Review by 
MAs and clubs

3 – Validation 
by FIFA

4 – Final EPP 
and AS
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Status of an EPP in TMS

Pending Review Validation Approved

Referred to the 
DRC

Discarded

Completion

1 – Provisional EPP
2 – Review by MAs and 

clubs
3 – Validation by FIFA

4 – Final EPP and 
allocation statement
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Training rewards and electronic player passport (EPP) process
III. Exceptional cases of the EPP review process



When there is an EPP review process and a training club of the player:

o did not take part in the EPP review process, and

o considers, as a result of a bridge transfer (article 5bis of the RSTP), exchange of players or information declared by the new 
club or its member association (including the training category of the club), and

o it was incorrectly prevented from receiving training rewards or was entitled to a lesser amount than should have been 
calculated;

The club might lodge a claim before FIFA with the DRC. This claims process will be managed in TMS.

Examples of contested information: training category of a club, age of a player, type of registration with a club.

22

Dispute of EPP by a training club

SPECIFIC FOR CLUBS



MAs that fail to provide accurate registration information in an EPP or during an EPP review process or that fail to automatically 
communicate or manually declare a training rewards trigger might face the following sanctions:

o A fine

o The MA might be ordered to pay to its affiliated club the training rewards that it did not receive as consequence of the wrong 
or missing information provided, or as a consequence of the failure to communicate/manually declare a trigger.

Clubs that fail to upload proof of payment on time might face the following sanctions:

o A reprimand and/or

o A fine

23

Sanctions related to the EPP process
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Training rewards and electronic player passport (EPP) process
IV. Allocation statement and timelines



The allocation statement contains all the training 
clubs, their contact and banking information and 
the amounts of training rewards to be paid.

This document is generated automatically based 
on the EPP for each payment of training rewards.

For training compensation, the amounts will 
be calculated in EUR or USD.

For solidarity contribution, the amounts will 
be in EUR, USD and GBP; all other currencies 
will be converted to EUR.

25

Allocation statement and currency used for payment of training rewards
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Timeline for training compensation

EPP review process

4 Final EPP 
1 Provisional 

EPP

10 days

2 EPP review

10 days +

3 Validation 
FIFA 

15 days +/-

Trigger event

First registration as a 
professional

Within 30 days

International transfer

At transfer

Total: approx. 37 days

Allocation 
statement (AS)

FIFA Clearing House payment process

T&C compliance
assessment

Payment IN Payment OUT

Notification to 
parties 

(EPP + AS)

Immediately after EPP is final



Transfer compensation 
payment (instalments)
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Timeline for solidarity contribution

EPP review process

4 Final EPP 
1 Provisional 

EPP

10 days

2 EPP review

10 days +

3 Validation 
FIFA 

15 days +/-

Trigger event

International transfer

At transfer

Domestic transfer

Within 30 days

Total: approx. 37 days

Allocation 
statement (AS)

FIFA Clearing House payment process

T&C 
compliance
assessment

Payment IN
Payment 

OUT

Notification to 
parties 

(EPP + AS)

Immediately after EPP is final if proof 
of payment already uploaded

Allocation 
statement

Proof of payment 
international transfer

Proof of payment 
domestic tansfer

Within 30 days

Within 30 days

Notification to 
parties (AS)

FIFA Clearing House payment process

T&C 
compliance
assessment

Payment IN
Payment 

OUT

Immediately after declaration 
proof of payment
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Training rewards and electronic player passport (EPP) process
V. Current status on integration of domestic systems for EPP



Integration of domestic registration systems has been ongoing 
since 2020, with EPPs being generated in TMS for testing and 
validation purposes since the beginning of 2021 (data shown in 
this slide since January 2022).

196 member associations have integrated their national 
registrations systems with TMS through FIFA Connect for 
automatic generation of EPPs.

The current average coverage of the player’s training period for 
all EPPs generated from international transfers, domestic 
transfers and first professional registrations is 47.7%.

Around one fourth of EPPs have no registration information 
and 70% have a gap at the start of the EPP (early years), there 
is big potential for improvement here.

29

Integration of EPP and coverage of 
registration information

January 2022 to August 2022



The percentage of coverage of training period has been increasing and improving since the start of the project.

The coverage in the early years of a player’s training period (between 12 and 16) is lower than in the later years (between 20 and 
24). This is explained mostly by electronic records not being available for a long time in the past and registration information for 
younger players not being correctly entered. Important possibility to improve coverage and reduce manual effort for MAs.

Dips in coverage between seasons are explained by domestic registration processes not considering the time between seasons for 
registrations. A very efficient way to improve coverage and reduce manual effort for MAs.

30

Coverage of registration information in EPPs

January 2022 to August 2022



Summary for MAs – EPP review process

What you need to know

Clubs do not need to claim payment of training rewards any more, 
they are automatically calculated by FIFA.

The electronic player passport (EPP) contains all registration 
information of the player since the age of 12. MAs provide registration 
information online through FIFA Connect to TMS to generate the EPP. 
Each EPP is reviewed manually in TMS.

During the first ten days (inspection period), non-participating MAs 
must ask if they want to participate in the review of the EPP.

After the inspection period, during the EPP review (ten days):
o MAs may request to amend registration information not provided 

through FIFA Connect
o New club may upload waivers in the EPP
o Training clubs may challenge a waiver provided
o Former club may upload the contract offer (if applicable).

The FIFA general secretariat makes a determination on the EPP after 
its review. Complex cases may be referred to the DRC. A club can make 
an appeal to CAS on this EPP or its allocation statement.

An allocation statement will be generated for each payment of training 
rewards. This will be sent to the FCH for payment.

What you need to do

Ensure the historical registration information of 
international players trained at your MA is correctly 
entered in your system and your systems are integrated 
with FIFA Connect.

Make sure you are using the same FIFA ID as the one 
used for the player in TMS.

Make sure your clubs are aware of the new process of 
payment of training rewards.

Inform your clubs about their role and obligations to 
provide documentation (waivers, contract offers, etc.) in 
the EPP review process.

Prepare to review EPPs that will be generated from 
triggers of training rewards:

o Ensure you have access to the documentation required for 
requesting changes in the EPP’s player registration 
information.



Summary for clubs – EPP review process

What you need to know

Clubs do not need to claim payment of training rewards any more, 
they are automatically calculated by FIFA.

The electronic player passport (EPP) contains all registration 
information of the player since the age of 12. MAs provide registration 
information online to generate the EPP. Each EPP is reviewed manually 
in TMS.

During the first ten days (inspection period), non-participating clubs 
must ask their MAs if they want to participate in the review of the EPP.

After the inspection period, during the EPP review (ten days):
o MAs may request to amend registration information not provided 

through FIFA Connect
o New club may upload waivers in the EPP
o Training clubs may challenge a waiver provided
o Former club may upload a contract offer (if applicable)

The FIFA general secretariat makes a determination on the EPP after 
its review. Complex cases may be referred to the DRC. A club can make 
an appeal to CAS on this EPP or its allocation statement.

An allocation statement will be generated for each payment of training 
rewards. This will be sent to the FCH for payment.

What you need to do

Ensure that your MA has entered the historical
registration information of international players trained 
at your club in their national registration system and 
those systems are integrated with FIFA Connect.

Familiarise yourself with your obligations to provide 
documentation (waivers, contract offers, etc.) in the EPP 
review process.

If necessary, request access to TMS to be able to manage 
the EPP review process by yourself.

Prepare to review EPPs that will be generated from 
triggers of training rewards:

o Ensure you have access to the documentation required for 
the EPP review process (waivers, contract offers, etc.) when 
entering the transfer instruction.
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FIFA Clearing House process

1- Training rewards triggers

Training rewards triggers (international 
and domestic transfers, as well as first 
professional registrations) are declared 
by MAs and processed by FIFA for 
identification of potential entitlement.

3- Distribution of training rewards 
through FIFA Clearing House

The FIFA Clearing House entity will 
conduct a compliance assessment on all 
parties and, once accepted, it will 
process the payments from the new 
club to the training clubs.

2- Electronic player passport (EPP)

When a training reward trigger is 
identified, an EPP is created with 
registration information from relevant 
MAs. A review process will ensure the 
EPP is complete.
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FIFA Clearing House core stakeholders

FIFA Clearing House

• Set overall strategy and mandate for the FCH

• Provide accurate information via allocation statements (TMS)

• Communicate with football stakeholders (MAs, confederations, etc.)

• Approve budget/provide funding

• Dealing with breaches of FCH regulations

• PSD2-licensed payment service provider

• Ensure compliance with regulatory obligations

• Development and implementation of policies and procedures governing the FCH operations

• Performance of onboarding, compliance assessment and transaction monitoring processes 
on all clients of the FCH

• Financial regulator responsible for overseeing FCH and issuing PSD2 licence
Autorité de Contrôle

Prudential et de 
Résolution

(ACPR)

FIFA 
Clearing House

FIFA
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Payments through the FIFA Clearing House entity
Overall process
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FIFA Clearing House process

FIFA Clearing HouseNew club Training clubs

1

2

3 4

5

2

The following steps are 
executed to process payments 
of training rewards through the 
FIFA Clearing House:

1) Communication of allocation
statement

2) Compliance assessment of all 
parties involved in 
transaction

3) New club payment

4) Training club payment

5) Reporting to FIFA



Trigger
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Overall timeline

EPP review process

4 Final EPP 
1 Provisional 

EPP

10 days

2 EPP review

10 days +

3 Validation 
FIFA 

15 days +/-

First registration
as a professional

International 
transfer

Total: approx. 37 days

FIFA Clearing House payment process

T&C

Max. 7 days

Compliance 
assessment

45 days +/-

Payment IN

Max. 30 days

Payment OUT

Max. 2 days

Total: approx. 84 days

Allocation 
statement 

(AS)

1 2

Domestic 
transfer

1

2

Compliance 
failure

Payment 
failure
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Payments through the FIFA Clearing House entity
Step 1: Allocation statement



FIFA provides the FCH with an allocation statement with the information necessary to process the payment 
of training rewards

9

Step 1 – Allocation statement

Allocation statement

(###,###)

###,###

###,###

Player information

Trigger event details

Contact information*

Bank details (where available)

Contact information*

Player registration information

Bank details (where available)

Training rewards (currency and values)

*If club contact information is not available, contact information for the 
member association is provided.

€
£

€
£

FIFA Clearing House
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Step 1 – Allocation statement
Currency of training reward payments

The FCH will initially only process payments in EUR, USD or GBP (est. 98% of all transactions)

Training compensation

o Only paid in EUR and USD according to regulations

New club
Own account

New club
FCH account

Training club
FCH account

Training club
Own account

FIFA Clearing House
Payment accounts

Inbound payments
• EUR, USD 

Outbound payments 
• EUR, USD
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Step 1 – Allocation statement
Currency of training reward payments

Solidarity contribution

o Can be in any currency depending on the underlying transfer

o Solidarity contribution payable not in EUR, USD or GBP will be converted to EUR in the allocation statement

o Exchange rate used will be that at the date of the payment of the underlying transfer fee

New club
Own account

New club
FCH account

Training club
FCH account

Training club
Own account

FIFA Clearing House
Payment accounts

Inbound payments
• EUR, USD, GBP

Outbound payments 
• EUR, USD, GBP



The FCH will always contact the clubs via the email information provided in the allocation statement.

Depending on the contact information available, the FCH will contact:

o if the club is active in TMS, the TMS manager

o if the club is not active in TMS but club contact information is available, the club contact

o if the club is not active in TMS and no club contact information is available, the MA TMS manager to obtain 
club contact information

Please add @fifaclearinghouse.org to your safe sender list on your email platform to ensure emails are 
not filtered into spam or junk folders.

12

Step 1 – Allocation statement
Contact information
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Payments through the FIFA Clearing House entity
Step 2: Compliance assessment



The FCH will be a licensed payment service provider operating from France. As such it will 
be required to abide by relevant EU and French legislation, particularly regarding anti-
money-laundering (AML) laws.

No money will be requested or paid until the relevant parties have passed the compliance 
assessment.

Before initiating the compliance assessment, each party must accept the FCH terms and 
conditions for each transaction.

The FCH will directly contact the club and the relevant representatives will be asked to 
provide information to allow the compliance assessment to take place.

Three parts to the compliance assessment:

1. Risk assessment

2. Due diligence

3. Acceptance/rejection

14

Step 2 – Compliance assessment

FIFA Clearing House



In accordance with the EU AML directives and French AML-CFT legislation, each club will 
be rated as high, medium or low risk

Some of the key factors that will be taken into account are:

o Industry – the football industry is deemed high risk for money laundering

o Geographical – the FCH maintains a list of “no-go” countries in accordance with 
applicable regulations as well as a risk assessment that classifies all other countries as 
either high, medium or low risk.

o Screening – if hits are discovered when screening for sanctions, negative media, PEPs, 
legal judgements or regulatory enforcements, this would likely result in enhanced due 
diligence procedures.

To complete this assessment, each club must complete a club information form.

The risk rating given to the club determines the level of due diligence required to onboard 
them as a client of the FCH.

15

Step 2 – Compliance assessment
Risk assessment

FIFA Clearing House



Due diligence will be performed on three parties:

1. The club as a legal entity

2. The legal representatives as an individual or individuals

3. The ultimate beneficial owner (UBO) as an individual or individuals

Example documentation requested:
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Step 2 – Compliance assessment
Due diligence (1)

Club Legal representative UBO

Mandatory • Certified copy of trade register/certificate of 
incorporation or equivalent

• Articles of association/memorandum of article 
or similar

• Bank statement

• Certified copy of valid passport or ID • Certified copy of valid passport or ID

Optional
(at discretion of FCH)

• Audited financial statements
• Organisational charts
• For associations recognised as being a public 

utility, a copy of the decree recognising the 
public utility

• Proof of listing for public companies
• Certificate of incumbency or register of 

directors
• Extract of UBO register

• Proof of residency in the form of a copy of 
original internet/landline/utility bill or copy of 
original local government correspondence 

• Signed appointment resolution
• Signed power of attorney

• Proof of residency in the form of a copy of 
original internet/landline/utility bill or copy of 
original local government correspondence 

• Nominee shareholder statement (self-
declaration by the club)

• Personal wealth statement
• Tax income statement
• Financial position (declaration from accountant 

or lawyer)
• Audited annual account of personal company
• Copy of original income tax return



Ultimate beneficial owner (UBO)

o Based on the information provided by the club, including the list of individual shareholders and legal 
representatives, the FCH will identify the UBO as a natural person who:

▪ holds a direct or indirect interest of 25% or more of the shares, voting rights or ownership 
interest

▪ is a beneficiary of at least 25% of the capital of a fund, foundation or common law trust or is 
deemed to be the controller of the fund

▪ is considered to be the controlling person (e.g. through shareholder agreements, outstanding 
debt convertible to voting rights, power to appoint senior management) regardless of the 
percentage holding

▪ If no UBO can be properly identified, the legal representatives of the club may be designated as 
the UBO.

N.B. It remains at the sole discretion of the FIFA Clearing House to determine who the UBO 
of the club will be.

17

Step 2 – Compliance assessment
Due diligence (2)

FIFA Clearing House



Sanctions

o Clubs, representatives and UBOs will be screened against sanction databases. Where a hit is 
received, further information will be required and it is probable that the FCH would not be able to 
process payments, depending on regulatory restrictions.

Politically exposed persons (PEPs)

o Where the UBO is a PEP, enhanced due diligence is required. Examples of PEPs are:

▪ heads of state, heads of government, ministers and deputy or assistant ministers;

▪ members of parliament or of similar legislative bodies;

▪ members of the governing bodies of political parties;

▪ members of supreme courts, of constitutional courts or of other high-level judicial bodies, the decisions of 
which are not subject to further appeal, except in exceptional circumstances;

▪ members of courts of auditors or of the boards of central banks;

▪ ambassadors, chargés d'affaires and high-ranking officers in the armed forces;

▪ members of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies of state-owned enterprises; and

▪ directors, deputy directors and members of the board or equivalent function of an international organisation.

18

Step 2 – Compliance assessment
Due diligence (3)

FIFA Clearing House
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Step 2 – Compliance assessment
FCH onboarding platform

Email to access and accept the
FCH terms & conditions
The T&Cs must be accepted to
further process the club
onboarding

Email to access to the club information
form via the FCH onboarding platform
The club is requested to provide
information on the club, its legal
representatives, the ownership
structure and key financial figures

Possible additional information
requests (if needed) on club sources of
revenues and UBO or PEP-qualified
individuals (if any)

Email to request club documentation and supporting
material in line with declared information in the club
information form
One email is issued to collect evidence related to the club as
legal entity, one email per individual legal representative
declared, and one for the UBO identified by the FCH in
accordance with information provided in club information
form

Confirmation of compliance
assessment completion and ability
to provide the payment service to
the club

1 2 3 4 5

All requests from the FCH to clubs will come via email. The emails will contain a link to the online 
secure FCH onboarding platform, where the club should provide the relevant information.

FIFA Clearing House
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Step 2 – Compliance assessment
FCH onboarding platform

FIFA Clearing House

N.B. The system is usable in English, French and Spanish. Documents uploaded to the system 
must also be in these three languages. Documents not in these three languages must be provided 
with a certified translation to either English, French or Spanish.



Acceptance/rejection

o Based on the results of the due diligence procedures, the club will either be accepted or 
rejected by the FCH. Only those clubs who have passed the compliance assessment will 
be able to utilise the FCH services.

o Note – all allocation statements are treated individually, a compliance failure on one 
allocation statement does not impact on another allocation statement.
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Step 2 – Compliance assessment
Acceptance/rejection

FIFA Clearing House



In cases where a club has ceased to exist, is disaffiliated or where the training club has failed the 
second compliance assessment, the training rewards will be instead paid to the member association.

The member association will be required to undergo the same compliance assessment as the clubs and 
would be subject to sanction if it failed.

Should a member association fail a first and second compliance assessment, the training rewards
would be forfeited and would no longer be payable by the new club.
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Step 2 – Compliance assessment
Member associations
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Payments through the FIFA Clearing House entity
Steps 3 and 4: Payments



In principle, only when all parties have passed the compliance assessment will a payment 
notification be generated and sent to the new club.
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Step 3 – New club payment
Payment notification

Payment notification

USD 100K

USD 50K

USD 50K

USD 100K



In principle, only when all parties have passed the compliance assessment will a payment 
notification be generated and sent to the new club.

If the new club fails, no payments can be made through the FCH.
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Step 3 – New club payment
Payment notification

Payment notification

USD 0K

USD 0K

USD 0K

USD 0K



In principle, only when all parties have passed the compliance assessment will a payment notification be generated and sent to the new club.

If one training club fails, only the payment to the other training club can be processed.

The USD 50K not paid remains due. A payment notification will only be generated once the training club passes the second compliance assessment. 
Otherwise, the amount is forfeited and payable to the MA of the training club.
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Step 3 – New club payment
Payment notification

Payment notification

USD 50K

USD 50K

USD 0K

USD 50K



The new club must make the payment to the FCH within 30 days of the payment notification 
being issued.

The FCH must receive the full amount, in the currency requested, and from the bank 
account identified in the compliance process. All conversion/banking fees up to the point 
the funds are received on the account of the FCH must be borne by the new club.

Payments received more than 30 days after the issuance of the payment notification are 
subject to a late payment levy of 2.5% of the total balance, payable to the training club.

If full payment, including any late payment levy, has not been received 37 days after 
issuance of the initial payment notification, the club will be reported to FIFA for disciplinary 
measures.

N.B. Payments to the FCH must always be made via bank transfer from an account in the 
name of the club. Payments from third parties will be rejected.
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Step 3 – New club payment
Payment to FCH



Payment to training club(s)
o Once the payment has been received from the new club, it should be paid on to the training 

club(s) within one to two business days.

Distribution statement
o Upon payment of the training rewards to the training club, a distribution statement will be 

sent.

o This statement will include details of the relevant trigger event, the amount and currency the 
payment was made as well as details of the bank account from which the payment was 
made.
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Step 4 – Training club payment
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Payments through the FIFA Clearing House entity
Step 5: Reporting



The FCH will provide information to FIFA on the following:

o General data and statistics from the FCH activities

o Instances of compliance assessment failures according to step 2

o Instances of payment failures according to step 3
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Step 5 – Reporting



Trigger
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Step 5 – Reporting
Overall timeline

EPP Review process

4 Final EPP 
1 Provisional 

EPP

10 days

2 EPP review

10 days +

3 Validation 
FIFA 

15 days +/-

First registration
as a professional

International 
transfer

Total: approx. 37 days

FIFA Clearing House payment process

T&C

Max. 7 days

Compliance 
assessment

45 days +/-

Payment IN

Max. 30 days

Payment OUT

Max. 2 days

Total: approx. 84 days

Allocation 
statement 

(AS)

1 2

Domestic 
transfer

2
Payment 

failure

1
Compliance 

failure

Sanction:
- Late payment levy of 2.5% payable to Training 

Club (New club only) AND
- Reprimand AND/OR
- Fine
Second compliance assessment required

Sanction: 
Administrative levy

T&C Compliance 
assessment

45 days +/-

Resubmission 
period

Max. 180 days

Payment period

Max. 7 days

Sanction until compliance pass:
New club:
- Fine AND
- Ban on registering new players, national or internationally
Training club:
- Forfeiture of training reward, amount is payable to MA of training club for national football development
- Other disciplinary sanctions deemed proportionate
Member association:
- Forfeiture of training reward
- Other disciplinary sanctions deemed proportionate

Sanction until payment:
- Fine AND
- Ban on registering new players, 
national and internationally



Where a new club fails a first compliance assessment in the period to 31 December 
2023, the training rewards due should be paid directly to the relevant bank account of 
the training club within 30 days of notification by the FCH of the first compliance 
failure. If the full amount is not paid, the new club will be sanctioned for a payment 
failure as per the FCH regulations.

Where the relevant training club has also failed the first compliance assessment, no 
payment should be made.

Proof of payment or evidence why payment is not possible to be provided to FIFA.

The 2.5% late payment levy imposed after a first compliance failure will be sent to the 
FCH for processing six months after the date of notification of first compliance failure. 
This late payment levy will count as the clubs second compliance assessment. The new 
club may request for the late payment levy to be submitted earlier than six months.
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Step 5 – Reporting
New club’s first compliance failure – temporary provision
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Summary



Summary – payments through FCH

What you need to know

Payments to and from the FCH will be made in EUR/USD/GBP only. Other currencies will be converted to EUR on the allocation
statement.

Please add @fifaclearinghouse.org to safe sender list on email platform.

Compliance assessment is performed on both new clubs and training clubs.

Compliance assessment requires documentation from:

o the club;

o legal representative(s); and

o the ultimate beneficial owner(s).

Documents provided to the FCH must be in English, French or Spanish. Documents not in these three languages must be provided with 
a certified translation to either English, French or Spanish.

Six months after notification of a first compliance failure, the transaction will be submitted by FIFA to the FCH for a second compliance 
assessment. The club may request FIFA to submit it earlier than six months.

Temporary provision where new clubs should pay training rewards directly to the training club after a first compliance failure on or 
before 31 December 2023.

Member associations that would receive training rewards must also pass a compliance assessment and would be sanctioned for failure 
as a club would be.

Payments to or from the FCH must be made by bank transfer to an account in the name of the club.
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Teams and contact information

FIFA Clearing House

o Entity responsible for processing of allocation 
statements

o Website:

▪ www.fifaclearinghouse.org – Not yet active

o Email contact:

▪ info@fifaclearinghouse.org – Not yet active

Clearing House Department – Operations Group

o Team within FIFA responsible for FIFA-FCH 
interactions and managing breaches of the FCH 
regulations in cooperation with the Disciplinary 
team.

o Email contact:

▪ clearinghouse@fifa.org

http://www.fifaclearinghouse.org/
mailto:info@fifaclearinghouse.org
mailto:info@fifaclearinghouse.org
mailto:clearinghouse@fifa.org
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Thank you
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